IVT: A GLOBAL NETWORK

Join our network of members from over 50 countries world-wide.

SPAN THE GLOBE

North America 63%
Europe 26%
Asia/Pacific 8%
Other 3%

MAKE CROSS INDUSTRY CONNECTIONS

Traditional Pharmaceutical 51%
Biopharmaceutical/ Biotechnology 40%
Academia 4%
Consulting 3%
Medical Device 2%

CONNECT WITH US!

Sabrina Delio

Melissa Carella
Content Specialist, IVT Network; Managing Editor of GXP Compliance, and The Journal of Validation Technology publications

Sean Parkman
Membership Manager of IVT Network

Follow us on Linkedin!

www.ivtnetwork.com
ABOUT US

IVT Network is the trusted source for life science validation and compliance professionals to access the most current and relevant industry and regulatory knowledge.

Since 1997, IVT has been dedicated to expanding the global knowledge base for validation and compliance professionals in FDA-regulated industries. Starting as two peer-reviewed publications, the Journal of Validation Technologies (JVT) and the Journal of GXP Compliance (GXP), IVT has since evolved into IVT Network, a digital platform dedicated to providing professionals with a world of knowledge at the click of a button.

Our members have exclusive access to unparalleled information through distinguished peer-reviewed journals, training videos, special editions, protocols, SOPs, whitepapers, conferences, webinars, networking events, and more.

BECOME A MEMBER

Bronze Level Membership for 1 year: $495 USD

As part of this membership you will have access to:
- Your choice of either the Journal of Validation Technology (JVT) or the Journal of GXP Compliance (GXP) (both journals are peer-reviewed and published quarterly). Includes archives dating back one year
- 4 products — You can choose from over 200 content-specific items including training videos, master validation plans, protocols, handbooks, and special editions
- A monthly newsletter detailing the latest IVT Network articles and highlights

Silver Level Membership for 1 year: $595 USD

As part of this membership you will have access to:
- The Journal of Validation Technology (JVT) and the Journal of GXP Compliance (GXP) (both journals are peer-reviewed and published quarterly). Includes archives dating back one year
- 8 products — You can choose from over 200 content-specific items including training videos, master validation plans, protocols, handbooks, and special editions
- A monthly newsletter detailing the latest IVT Network articles and highlights

Gold Level Membership for 1 year: $1,595 USD

As part of this membership you will have access to:
- The Journal of Validation Technology (JVT) or the Journal of GXP Compliance (GXP) (both journals are peer-reviewed and published quarterly)
- Full access to journal archives dating back 7 years
- Exclusive access to IVT conference compendia including presentations and bonus material
- Unlimited products — You can choose from over 200 content-specific items including training videos, master validation plans, protocols, handbooks, and special editions
- A $500 discount to any future IVT event
- A monthly newsletter detailing the latest IVT Network articles and highlights

5 Ways IVT Network Will Accelerate Your Professional Development

1. **Expand Your Knowledge**
   Our two quarterly, peer-reviewed publications, Journal of Validation (JVT) and Journal of GXP Compliance (GXP), provide unbiased regulatory and industry guidance to keep you up-to-date and compliant with FDA regulations.

2. **Secure Industry-Specific Solutions**
   Access expert insight and tangible solutions for industry-specific environments including Process Validation, Cleaning Validation, Computer and Software Validation, Facilities Utilities and Equipment, GCP (Good Clinical Practice), GLP (Good Laboratory Practice), GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice), Method Validation, and more!

3. **Connect and Collaborate with Colleagues Globally**
   Benefit from unparalleled networking opportunities with other IVT Network members.

4. **Shop Tools and Resources**
   Choose from over 200 content-specific products including training videos, standard operating procedures, protocols, validation master plans, special editions, conference compendiums, and white papers.

5. **Receive Exclusive Savings**
   Members save on annual conferences, company membership packages, networking events, plus year round bonus offers, and value-packed opportunities.